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Geronimo Stilton's ancient ancestor Geronimo Stiltonoot is back in another prehistoric

adventure!Geronimo Stiltonoot and his family are off to find a cure for Grandma Ratrock's aches

and pains. She's heard that a remedy hides in a legendary valley, and Geronimo isn't even sure it

exists. Little does he know that getting there will be an adventure among geysers, volcanoes, and

rivers of molten lava!
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My son (2nd grade) loves the Geronimo Stilton books. Cave mice is the 2nd series he has read.

These books are fantastic for kids, and they are even entertaining kids books for adults. We love

how the writer uses color, font, sizing changes to highlight certain words on each page. It makes it

more fun to read.

So, my fourth grader borrowed one of these book from his library at school. My younger son thought

it looked interesting so I started reading it to him. While he stopped listening five minutes after I

started talking (blame Spongebob and short attention spans), I found Geronimo Stilton charming,

interesting and highly entertaining and continued reading it for myself. I found myself intrigued by



the series I've come to fall in love with Geronimo, his cousins, and his adorable nephew. With all the

heavy and bogged down books I read, their antics along with the pictures is just the palate

cleansing I need. Plus, they are the only mice that don't bother me.

My soon to be 7 year old boy really enjoys the Geronimo Stilton series, actually I think they are

pretty awesome as well. So when my son saw the Cavemice series, he couldn't wait to read

them,,,by now we have the whole series, characters are funny, the pages are colorful with creatively

done types and, more importantly, the languages used in the dialogue is age appropriate...highly

recommend.

Well, it's always Ben my favorite type of book. the characters are so funny,and my favorite character

is Geronimo.He is so scared of everything and still ends up going on these challenging,scary

adventures. but the a is cool to I like how Geronimo and the are so much different,thea is brave and

Geronimo is a total sacardy mouse

I think this is the best one thay made I can not what for the next one Good luck with the next

Sincerely Tucker Rice

Great book for anyone who likes adventure and seeing a couple of mice kick tiger kahns butt in

cheesy last land

Another great book in this series Very much enjoyed by my nephew and typical of the rest of this

series

It's very adventurous.Geronimo is lucky. he has a wonderful family. He is never bored with this

family. No wonder he is full of stories. He is fun also.
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